CALLANDER COMMUNITY MONTHLY MEETING 11.01.21
Chair’s general update
Note: This is an interim report which may be expanded and updated at the
meeting in the light of current developments and discussions with SC.
General overview: council membership
At the December meeting, we welcomed a second co-opted member, Olga
Watkins, who was voted in. We will benefit from her professional experience.
Following the resignations since the December meeting of the Treasurer and the
Secretary as both office-bearers and council members, we have another two
membership vacancies which can be offered for application to potential coopted members if we decide these need to be filled immediately. Our maximum
number is 14, and we now have 12 members, two recently voted in as co-opted
members.
A short factual text, (draft circulated; details to be updated) has been sent to the
BLV for its upcoming issue.
Meetings attended since the December meeting
Fewer than normal, due to the holiday period. These will now resume.
AS CCC CHAIR
18.12 Regular online meeting with Carlyn Fraser (SC) and Marilyn Moore
(Callander Enterprise capacity) on current road and parking concerns.
SC discussions with Transport Scotland on A84 proposed 20mph speed limit are
ongoing and a decision is imminent. Once decided, SC will extend the 20mph
limit to side roads.
AP: SH to pursue.
SC work on Invertrossachs Road passing places, verge improvement and
relevant signage is now completed.
29.12 Discussion with Andy Tatnell about a forthcoming Napier College
research project on policing in rural areas in the context of the current covid-19
situation and their request for CC members to take part in a conversation with
him to feed in to this (previously circulated).
This links in to the recent SLV residents’ document, also circulated.
AP: SH to check on potential volunteers at 11.01 meeting,
IN A JOINT OR INDIVIDUAL CAPACITY
21.12 As part of the Bridgend, Grant Court and South Church Street floods
group: A brief (on-site) discussion with Maria Lucey (SC) at the end of her visit
to these houses and gardens potentially affected by flooding, following the
group’s communications with her and the Ward Councillors and in the context
of the Meadows Car Park Wall consultation.
The group have written an article for the forthcoming BLV and have a members’
update meeting on 13.01.
SH 09.01.21

